Engineering Councilor Report
September 27th, 2018
General Updates and Check Ins


EUS is doing great! Most positions have been filled for the year and overall
everyone is doing great.

o The new SSMU Rep is Maxence Frenette


OAP went great, I hope everyone had a chance to come enjoy that.

Interesting Summer Projects


This summer, engineering put a massive push behind completing a version of
a blacklisting policy called “involvement restriction”.

o It’s extremely well fleshed out, survivor centric, and based on the
previous years’ experience with blacklisting.

o There is a push by EUS to have other departments consider adopting
a version of this policy. Our VP internal is currently working with the 4
largest faculties on implementation, and we hope that this will
continue to develop in the future.



We also re-wrote the entire constitution of the EUS.

o Still being finalized, but it cut it down a great deal and fixed a lot of
errors and inconsistences.



There have been some intense efforts to improve spaces in the EUS.

o Over 25K spent recently to improve the basement, office, and to hire a
spaces manager. It’s gone over very well so far.
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Things to Come


Finishing up completing the constitution and moving on to fixing up policies
and bylaws to solidify those essential documents.



Expanding the adoption of the Involvement restriction policy across other
faculties.



Tech fair is coming up in early October.



Council is looking at a large restructure by reducing from 61 to 37ish
members, but this is still an ongoing discussion.



This year engineering is hosting CFES congress for engineers across
Canada.

If you have any question, comments, or concerns feel free to direct them to me
during the meeting or to shoot me an email. Here’s hoping it isn’t 11:30pm when I’m
giving this report.

All the best,

Gareth Price (He, Him/ Il)

Engineering Representative to SSMU Council
MC7, 3480 University St, Montreal QC, Canada
ssmu.rep1@mcgilleus.ca | www.mcgilleus.ca | EUS Wiki
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